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Alex Cross is back--and so is the Big Bad Wolf. Terrorists have seized the worlds largest cities.

London, Washington, DC, New York, and Frankfurt will be destroyed, unless their demands are

met--and their demands are impossible. After a city in the western United States is fire bombed--a

practice run--Alex Cross knows that it is only a matter of time before the bombers threats to the

other cities are brutally executed.Heading up the investigation by the FBI, CIA, and Interpol, Alex

Cross is stunned when surveillance photos show Geoffrey Shafer, the Weasel, near one of the

bombing sites. He senses the presence of the Wolf as well, the most vicious predator he has ever

battled. With millions of lives in the balance, Cross has to see if the most powerful law enforcement

agencies in the world can stay ahead of these two mens cunning.
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Well, well, well, this story has caused sleepless nights for me. I was, and still am, totally mystified

about the identity of who the wolf is. So much mystified that I am going to read London Bridges

again and again until I'm satisfied that Patterson's revelation of who the wolf is makes sense to me.

Patterson just didn't focus enough on why the wolf did these horrible things. James Patterson, you

really caused a lot of stress in my life but one of these days I'll accept your theory. I find it hard to

believe that JP actually wrote this book. It sounds like something written in a Creative Writing class.

"Patterson" tried to make me believe why the wolf did all these horrible things but it just wasn't

strong enough for me to believe. Lucky for me I found 5 or 6 movies that focus on Alex Cross and



the wolf stories.

Continuation of world class terrorist and serial killer as they cris cross the world and America Killing

people. The terrorist sets up an organization to steal (embezzle) millions of dollars or he will destroy

four cities around the globe.Dr. Cross, now working for the FBI, chases the UNSUBS around the

globe trying to identify them.He manages to kill the serial killer after a confrontation and spends the

rest of the book looking for the mastermind.Another well written book by this author who impresses

with his attention to detail, especially police matters. A book that captures the reader from the

opening page.

I'm not sure why this book got so many negative reviews. I almost didn't purchase it but I'm glad I

did. I think I'll stop reading the reviews and just continue on with the series. I really hope one of

these next books has him reunited with his son. That was a sad situation there. And how could you

not find it interesting that the Wolf had so much law enforcement under his control. I found that to be

very intriguing.

Another good Alex Cross story for a while but.... Who was Mrs Lodge and did she really have

something to do with taking Nana and the kids? Who was the guy that got the plastic surgery that

fell from the building that she supposedly gave up that conveniently had a chip (seriously? A chip?

That no one knew about?) implanted in him? Why wasn't all this information about the Wolf and

Wier available much sooner? It conveniently becomes available suddenly and completely after

months of supposed searching for links. I've liked the Alex Cross series, but this was a huge let

down. It's like Patterson just got tired of writing and manufactured evidence and a connection with

Lodge's wife out of nowhere just to get it over with, then didn't explain any of it. Plus....it even

implied the plastic surgery guy WAS the Wolf! Deeply disappointed....

I enjoyed all the twists to the story as they kept the suspense going. There were two times I was left

hanging, one was the. Killing of the weasel, something along the line of searching through his stuff

for clues to the wolf or how his death effected the wolf. The other was throwing Klara into the

kidnapping of Alex's family. Did Klara order it and why did she feel obligated to the wolf after she

turned on him.

I really enjoyed the foreign locations, and the premise of a Russian agent defecting was believable.



It could have basis in a true story. The twists and turns made it exciting, but not so complicated that

the reader loses track of who's who. My only criticism is that someone as smart as Wolf wouldn't

change his entire face but then forget the one tell that identified him...the rubber ball.Nevertheless, I

found "London Bridges" to be a great story...I neglected all sorts of tasks in order to get to the

conclusion! I couldn't stop reading it!

Twists & turns doesn't even come close to,the mysteries inside the mysteries. This book takes FBI

Agent Alex Cross on a mind boggling journey which seems to reach endless destinations and

endless dead-ends. My heart is still racing because of the ending! What a great book!

As I always say, this book is just another great one by my favorite author. It kept you wondering

throughout most of the book as to who the killer was and I like that the most about his books. That's

what keeps you reading most of his books and on the edge of your seat, at least it does to me. I

thoughtthat the ending could of been a little better than it was. I didn't like how he let the Wolf die in

the manner that he did. Also, I thought that the guy Mahoney shot and killed jumping off the roof

could of been talked about more after his death, like who he really was. I loved most of the book, but

just wanted a different ending. All in all, this is another gem of a book!
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